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Introduction
Federico da Montefeltro (1422–1482), the Duke of Urbino, 
was an important figure in the history of the Italian Renais-
sance. He was celebrated for his wise governance, military 
prowess, and patronage of the arts. With his wife, Battista 
Sforza, he is the subject of a famous diptych by Piero della 
Francesca (1416–1492), which is one of the premier works at 
the Uffizi Gallery in Florence (Fig. 1). In the portrait, the 
Duke is portrayed from the left, and his nose is oddly shaped, 
with missing tissue at the nasal root. Federico is known to 
have sustained an injury to his right eye while jousting in a 
tournament in 1450, rendering him monocular. Most other 
surviving portraits of Federico also portray him from the left.

During a joust, the two riders converged, each along 
the left side of a barrier, so that the opponent’s lance would 
strike from the rider’s left. It has been proposed that Federico’s 
opponent’s wooden lance splintered on impact, perhaps inad-
vertently lifting the Duke’s helmet visor and exposing the eye 
to injury.1 According to most historical accounts, Federico’s 
nose was injured simultaneously, suggesting that the lance 
first struck the bridge of the nose, then the right eye.

However, some have taught that the Duke subsequently 
underwent nasal surgery in an attempt to compensate for 
the loss of his right eye. For example, the plastic surgeons 
Gillies and Millard wrote, “There was the one-eyed Duke 
of Montifeltre [sic], who had a portion of his nasal bridge 
removed to increase his field of vision.”2 Similarly, a popular 
lecture series on the Italian Renaissance stated, “Early in his 
career, he was blinded in one eye during a tournament and, 
afraid that he would not have full use of his field of vision as a 
consequence, he had the cartilage removed from his nose.”3

The medical care in Urbino during the 15th century 
was relatively advanced, and it has been suggested that sur-
gery of this type could have been performed.4 Would the 
surgery have improved his visual function? There are at least 
three possible mechanisms: expansion of the nasal visual field, 
reduction of ocular parallax in adduction, and shifting of the 
visual egocenter.

Expansion of the Nasal Visual Field
The physiologic nasal visual field is known to be smaller than 
the temporal visual field in primary gaze, but what if the eye 
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is turned in abduction? Glaser5 evaluated Goldmann visual 
fields in primary gaze and with abduction of the tested eye 
using a head turn. He studied a multiracial cohort of 10 nor-
mal volunteers and concluded that the maximum extent of the 
nasal field was 64°; this was regardless of the size or shape of 
the nose. He then suggested that physiologic nasal field con-
striction is “apparently due to asymmetry of retinal topogra-
phy and sensitivity”. Hence, normative data for adults have 
been described, but current studies suggest that the periph-
eral visual field in children continues to expand from infancy 
until about 11 years of age, at which time it mirrors the adult 
visual field.

Severe restriction of the infant visual field is reported, 
regardless of the target method (flickering lights or gratings 
to solid objects). The infant visual field expands over 2–3 years 
during early childhood.6,7 Even somewhat older children con-
tinue to demonstrate lower peripheral sensitivity according to 
some authors; different methodological techniques, as well as 
evolving cognitive and attentional abilities, may convey vari-
able responses in testing.8 Truly, any clinician will attest to 
the effect of attentional ability on performance and visual 
field sensitivity. Adult attentional ability can be linked to 
expectation of an object appearing in the visual field, which 

enhances visual performance. The Duke’s watchful attention 
span may have helped his visual field performance but his age 
(19 years old at the time of injury) would mitigate against any 
substantive change in visual field area.

However, there are also detectable interpatient differ-
ences in the extent and shape of the nasal visual field; the pre-
cise reasons are unknown, but some variable factors affecting it 
have been described.9 View obstruction can occur in the nasal 
or temporal visual field. The eyebrow arches superiorly and the 
nose nasally, which can be associated with some changes that 
appear to fall within reproducibility.10 Phan et al.11 evaluated 
Humphrey visual fields (30-2 and 60-4 programs, in primary 
gaze and with abduction of the tested eye) in 43 subjects, 
including normal volunteers and glaucoma patients. They 
reported that abduction of the eye results in a significantly 
increased sensitivity in four points along the inferonasal bor-
der of the 60-4 field, which measures as 60° from fixation. An 
example of this phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2.

In the context of the Duke’s visual goals, eye motion 
visual fields become an important consideration. It is called 
“maximum field of vision” and is defined as allowing eye 
movement to expand the field of vision or eye movement visual 
field (EMVF) as compared to binocular visual field (BVF), 

figure 1. piero della Francesca, Portraits of the Duke and Duchess of Urbino. note the nasal deformity of the duke. photograph taken by the 
author (sgs).
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figure 2. (a) Humphrey visual field, right eye, using the 60-4 testing program. Note the field restriction superonasally and inferonasally. (b) humphrey 
visual field, right eye, using the 60-4 testing program on the same patient, but with a nasal head turn of 30°, resulting in abduction of the right eye. The 
superonasal field cut persists, but the inferonasal field cut appears improved. This figure was obtained for the purpose of this review and is not of one of 
the patients reported in the study by phan et al.11
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which does not allow eye movement. The EMVF is reported 
to increase the temporal visual field by 37% and is thought to 
be an adaptation to allow the biped to see more peripherally 
with less head turning.10 Corresponding studies for the nasal 
field have not been reported, but the nose may act analogous 
to thick temporal frames and wide solid eyeglass arms. It has 
been reported that the EVMF surface area can be affected by 
thick eyeglass frames when they are compared to thin eye-
glass frames (or no eyeglass frames). While the thin frames 
encompass a visual field area that is similar to the normal, the 
thicker frames decrease “temporal visual field exploration” as 
they achieve their purpose of lateral glare reduction. The thick 
frames do not affect the BVF.12

reduction of ocular Parallax
Reduction of ocular parallax may provide some additional 
benefit in adduction. Ocular parallax, first described by 
Brewster in 1844,13 describes a situation in which movement 
of the eye causes objects to disappear from or reappear into 
view. To illustrate this concept, the reader is asked to perform 
the following steps:

1. Close the left eye;
2. Direct the right eye straight ahead (primary gaze);
3. Extend the left arm slightly (not all the way forward);
4. Extend the left thumb in a thumb’s up position;
5. Position the left thumb so that it is just visible in the far 

peripheral nasal (left) visual field of the right eye;
6. Keeping the left eye closed and the left thumb stationary, 

quickly turn the right eye to the left (adduct) in order to 
fixate on the left thumb. The left thumb will disappear 
from view, blocked by the nose; and

7. Keeping the left eye closed and the right eye adducted, 
extend the left arm so that the thumb moves forward 
(away from the body). The left thumb will reappear 
into view.

Mapp and Ono14 described this as the rhino-optical phe-
nomenon, explained by the fact that the nodal point of the eye 
(where rays of light converge) is in a different position from 
(slightly anterior to) the center of rotation of the eye.

shifting of the Visual Egocenter
It has been suggested that binocular individuals judge the 
directions of targets from a single point midway between 
the two eyes, referred to as the visual egocenter or cyclo-
pean eye.15,16 Following the loss of one eye, the egocenter 
has been reported to migrate toward the remaining eye in 
certain circumstances.

For example, Moidell et al.17 used psychophysical test-
ing on two groups of subjects (aged 5–29 years) as follows: 
one group had a history of monocular retinoblastoma and 
enucleation prior to 4 years of age and the second (control) 
group contained normal age-matched binocular individuals 

with the corresponding eye patched. The subjects were asked 
to fixate upon a toy firefighter with a hose that extended from 
the toy toward the subject so that the hose aimed at the sub-
ject’s eye’s visual axis. The subjects were then asked to rotate 
a lever (positioned under the toy) so that the lever positioned 
along the axis of the hose. The control subjects tended to align 
the lever along the median plane of the head (the egocenter), 
but the enucleated subjects tended to align the lever so that it 
was about three-fourths of the distance toward the remaining 
eye, demonstrating a shift of the egocenter.

discussion
Did the Duke undergo nasal surgery in order to compensate 
for the loss of his right eye? This widely taught story cannot 
be proven, and many medical historians doubt its veracity.18 
Regardless of whether or not the surgery was actually per-
formed, would it have been beneficial, beyond a placebo effect? 
Federico was 19 years old at the time of the injury, so his visual 
field had long reached its maximum extent. It is interesting, 
but purely speculative, to suggest that removing part of the 
Duke’s nasal bridge might have allowed an expansion of the 
EMVF, perhaps analogous to shifting from thicker sunglasses 
to thinner sunglasses in the experiments described above. If 
this is correct, then some improvement might be expected. It 
may be helpful to consider animal species with laterally placed 
eyes, such as turtles or rabbits, in which obstruction by the 
anterior facial structures limits or prevents stereopsis.19

Van Tonder et al.20 proposed that both the reduction 
of ocular parallax and the shifting of the visual egocenter 
would have been beneficial. This hypothesis seems plausible, 
although some questions remain unanswerable without direct 
evidence or available experimental data. Ocular parallax, at 
least as described above, appears to occur only under relatively 
artificial testing conditions and without head rotation, so the 
associated real-world benefits are difficult to estimate. Further, 
shifting of the visual egocenter is interesting, but it is uncertain 
how the nasal surgery might have affected this phenomenon.

History contains many examples of warriors who enjoyed 
celebrated military careers, despite losing an eye. These 
include the Japanese samurai Date Masamune (1567–1636)20 
and perhaps the British naval commander Horatio Nelson 
(1758–1805), although some have disputed the latter.21,22 We 
are not aware of any other monocular warriors who under-
went compensatory nasal surgery, which suggests that such an 
intervention does not provide a major benefit.
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